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PARALLEL REALITY WHERE GOD SPARED MEXICO - BUT FROM WHATAfter his family learn the truth
about the ancient prophecy that could spell doom for the planet, Josh Garcia knows he cant carry
on living in the outside world. He and his mother move to the invisible city where an ancient society
is determined to find the solution to saving the world. If they cant find the solution, this is how
things will end: on 22 December, an electromagnetic pulse will blast through the atmosphere.
Technology will fail. Civilization will fall apart. The key to survival lies in a secret Mayan book, the Ix
Codex, protected by Josh and fellow members of the society. But someone has altered time. To put
it back on track, Josh must unravel history itself; he must travel to the Golden Age of the ancient
Mayan past and face the dangers of a dark, parallel reality. The fourth and penultimate book in M.
G. Harriss best-selling Joshua Files series. Praise forThe Joshua Filesseries: A very well crafted saga .
. . these files are well worth diving into. The BookbagAs thrilling as a...
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An incredibly awesome ebook with perfect and lucid answers. It can be loaded with knowledge and wisdom You may like how the article writer compose
this ebook.
-- Mr . Cha dd B a shir ia n V-- Mr . Cha dd B a shir ia n V

It becomes an amazing pdf that I actually have ever go through. This is for those who statte that there had not been a worth reading through. You will like
how the author create this pdf.
-- Pr of . Lonie Roob-- Pr of . Lonie Roob
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